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Doodle of a Hermit
ANNE-RUTH EDIGER BAEHR
Draw

a cityscape

around the edge of the paper.
In the center, sketch
a small triangle, stiff-armed,
then curve the sides inward
to make horns at the corners
to guard a figure that begins
to dance inside the triangle.

Draw

a fence some distance

from each curved

side.

Don't leave the corners open.
Build gates, but make them the kind
that will not unlock.

Do

not construct a roof; a dancer,
must get his bearings
from the stars.
like a bird,

Circle the fence with a continuous
coil.

Reinforce with fins

close together. Plant a forest
to hide the dancer and his fortress
from his enemies.

Let the trees catch the wind,
send the hum to vibrate the fins,
make the dancer dance, moving his hands,
glad that he is alone, unassailable,
under the stars.
Let the sky above the forest
darken with clouds moving
in from the edge of the paper.
Let clouds spread over the city, trees,
coil,

fence, the triangle

with the dancer. Quickly
draw a small shelter before you

make

rain

fall.

Let the rain be acid rain,
a message from the city. Let the dancer

hover

in his shelter,

hands closed.

make

a path through triangle,
fence, coil, forest, so the dancer
can get out to tell the bastards
to leave his hermitage alone!
Then crumple the paper

Erase, to

in

your

fist.

Nadine Makes a Quilt
ROSE SCHUMACHER
red and white
with black thread
concentrating
on the movement
the puncture
the pull
her friend DeeDee
says sewing's good for
keeping the mind off things

Nadine imagines her eye
piercing his cheek
down through the lips
sewing the lies
all

up

The Tree That Grew
grew

in Pittsburgh's

in

Brooklyn

Northside: Ailanthus,

"Tree of Heaven," in actuality
scarcely more than a monster weed,
useless for climbing,
that readily furnished us with rubbery whips
as the stroke of our lightning hands freed

the kidskin, pinnately

compound

leaves

from their midribs, leaving behind a snivel
of latex on the callus. Silkworms
favor it for food,
exercising their taste for rankness, but
find its odor only reaffirms

men

its weedy likeness. In the autumn
the dry, indehiscent fruit, or 'samara',
as crimson and as much the same shape
as cockscomb, nudges
among the reddening feather-duster leaves;
at that time, as it begins to drape

the ground below with its jewel seeds
and rutting-cat scent, it is not utterly
unlovely, a pre-Impressionist
sonata of reds.
called it 'sumac'. By reason of that, mothers

We

warned us against the poisonous

gist

of its touch, though everyone's yard
aspired to have one. Betty Smith used to crouch
in her airborne fire-escape above
its

Sargasso seas,

aware that she was piloting paradise,
but our yard was too concrete, too full
stone to harbor one, and

I

of

was forced

from Grandmother's turret attic
where I sometimes slept, where I would

to beetle

sit

so four-story high,
in

a vegetal heaven, my crowded crown
starker and more heavenly than

much

it.

ROGER FINCH

On

the

Left:

Orwell, Marx,

and Marxism
JOHN RODDEN

BEFORE THE 1983 centennial year of Karl Marx's death
EVEN
ended, much scholarly and press attention had already shifted
toward discussion of George Orwell and lOSJk. Even Western Marxist
journals and the leading intellectual organ of the Soviet Communist
press devoted space to Orwell and 198^, excoriating Orwell as "antila condition humaine'' or, more imaginatively, remarking on the
"striking similarity between what he described in 1984 and what is
going on in the U.S."^ None of this is new: the headlines from the
original Communist reviews of 198J^ ("Maggot of the Month," "The
Nightmare of Mr. Orwell," "Enemies of Mankind") suggest the history of Orwell's reception by the far Left.^ Given his biting satires on
Stalinism in Animal Farm and 1984- this hostile reception is not
,

surprising.
Little explored, however, are questions that reach back behind the
controversy between Orwell and the radical Left: Who in fact was
George Orwell's Karl Marx? What did Orwell think of Marxism itself
as a philosophy of man, society and history? Orwell respected what he
did know of Marx, but he objected to Marxism's scientific pretensions,
to its doctrines of violent revolution and class struggle, to the
economic interpretation of history, and to the Marxist view of art.

Among the many disputes about Orwell on the Anglo-American
Left is first how well Orwell knew Marx's writings. Various passages
in Orwell's books directly echo or mock famous statements from The
Communist Manifesto, like The Road to Wigan Pier's closing line:
"You have nothing to lose but your aitches." Orwell once explained
that he wrote ^m77m^ Farm by working out Marx's theory of class
struggle from an animal's point of view: "Our labor tills the soil, our
dung fertilizes it," Old Major declares, "and yet there is not one of us
that owns more than his bare skin."^ Yet although such inversions
and parodies are cleverly handled, they indicate no thorough
understanding of Marx on Orwell's part; Orwell as polemicist evidently invoked such passages and ideas because they were so wellknown to his public. He never devoted any sustained attention in his
writings to Marx or to Marxist theory. His attitude toward and grasp
of Marx must be constructed from acquaintances' testimonies and
scattered references, many of them in uncollected journalism.

Friends, biographers, and scholars disagree here. Richard Rees,
Orwell's closest friend, recalled one meeting with him in the Thirties
in which Orwell "astonished everybody, including Marxist theore-

"breathtaking Marxist paradoxes and epigrams, in
a way as to make the sacred mysteries seem almost too obvious and
simple." Orwell read Marx "with care and understanding" yet "in an

ticians," with his

contends Alex Zwerdling in Orwell and the
maintaining (in a claim short on supporting evidence)
that Orwell's essays reveal a "detailed familiarity" with Marx and "a
fundamental admiration for his contribution to the socialist movement." On the other hand, both Orwell's biographer Bernard Crick
and renegade Marxist intellectual Isaac Deutscher are skeptical
about Orwell's familiarity with Marx. Crick judges that Orwell never
read Marx closely. Deutscher, who roomed with Orwell in Germany as
an Observer wartime correspondent in 1945, insists that Orwell simply
couldn't understand Marxism: "the dialectical-materialist philosophy had always been too abstruse for him."^
It is an important clue to the extent of Orwell's knowledge of Marx
that his was clearly the "old" Marx of the Manifesto and Capital.
Because he did not read German, he could not have known, at least not
directly, the "young" Marx of the 1844 Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts, published in German only in 1932, suppressed during
Hitler's years in power, and not translated into English until 1960.
Thus Orwell's Marx was some variant of the mature "revolutionary"
Marx, who emphasized class struggle, historical materialism, and
rather than the young "humanistic" Marx
violent revolution

open and

critical spirit,"

Left, further

—

interested in consciousness, alienated labor, species being, and
evolutionary change. Likely Orwell would have been even more sympathetic toward him if had he known about the "early" Marx. For
both Orwell's own brand of democratic socialism and his objections to
Stalinist ideology suggest that he opposed, without realizing the
whole of Marx, precisely the excesses of the "old" Marx embodied in
the crude Marxism of the 1930s. (In fact an argument advanced outside the English-speaking world during the decade, usually by disenchanted former Communists, was that Stalin, unfamiliar with
Marx's full corpus, had misunderstood, overemphasized and
vulgarized the "old" Marx's concepts of revolution and historical
materialism.) Indeed Orwell stood in the parliamentary tradition of
English socialism, in the line from Robert Owen to William Morris,
though he shared neither Owen's sentimental utopianism and faith in
technology nor Morris' primitivism. Orwell also did not see himself as
a Fabian "gradualist," and he reacted strongly against the administrative socialism of the Webbs and Shaw, which he despised as a cult
of efficiency and machine-worship.

Probably Orwell knew more about Marxism than he

let

on

in

Wigan Pier (1937) and Homage to Catalonia (1938). He assumed the
stance of the intellectual naif and earthy skeptic in both books, probably for rhetorical effect. By portraying himself as a man of common
sense and exaggerating the suddenness and force of his conversion to
socialisni when confronted by the suffering Wigan miners, Orwell presented his former self as objective and apolitical, thereby disposing
the average reader to identify with his conversion more readily. Crick
concludes that Orwell had been "brooding" about socialism for a long
time, and that his trips to Wigan Pier and Spain made his final commitment easier to explain, more dramatic and more convincing (Crick,
pp. 189-191). Independent Labour Party (ILP) Marxists (of the nonStalinist radical Left) with whom Orwell fought in Spain all agree that
his conversation indicated a grasp of Marx more sophisticated than
Wigan Pier suggests. Certainly Orwell knew people in the early 1930s
quite familiar with Marxist ideas. One of his Hampstead bookshop
acquaintances in the early 1930s was among England's first
Trotskyists (Reg Groves), a roommate was a fellow-travelling poet
(Michael Sayers), another roommate was a Jewish socialist intellectual and later Orwell's managing editor at Tribune (Jon Kimche), and
Orwell's landlady and landlord (Mary and Francis Westrope) were
long-standing ILP activists. Both Mrs. Westrope and Eugene Adam
(the French lover of Orwell's favorite aunt, living in Paris) visited,
separately, the Soviet Union after Stalin's accession to power. They
returned angry and disillusioned. Adam and Francis Westrope were
also committed Esperantists, at a time when Esperanto espoused a
left-wing anti-Stalinist ideology of brotherhood and international
fraternity achievable through a single world language. Probably
Orwell's contact in Hampstead and Paris with ILP ideas influenced
his politics decisively. Although he apparently described himself as a
"Tory anarchist" during this time, his skepticism and growing antiimperialist convictions gave him a temperamental affinity with libertarian and democratic socialism; the trips to Wigan Pier and Spain
evidently suffused his deepening socialist sympathies with emotion
(Crick, pp. 252-56).

Neither before nor after his commitment to socialism in 1936,
however, did Orwell ever hold the sacred socialist texts in any special
awe. His response to Marxist doctrine and praxis was always a
workaday journalist's, concerned with the moment and the layman.
Both his sparse mention of Marx and his contempt for theorizing
about dialectical materialism arise from this stance. Orwell saw his
dispute on the Left in the 1930s and 1940s not with Marx but with
Marxists, and he was little concerned with adjudicating rival claims
to Marx's mantle. Orwell viewed himself as a socialist conscience and
pamphleteer. These are the twin keys to all of his pronouncements on
Marx himself and Marxist theory generally.

He could and did distinguish sharply between "Marx" and the
"Marxism" of his day. In "Marx and Russia" (1948), written at the
same time as 198Jt., Orwell remarked sadly that "Communism" meant
"two different things, only rather tenuously connected: a political
theory and a political movement, which is not in any noticeable way
putting the theory into practice." Orwell noted that Marx's vision of
"world revolution" had been "modified"by the Soviet Union to mean
"conquest." "Dictatorship of the proletariat" likewise meant in practice "the dictatorship of a handful of intellectuals, ruling through
terrorism."^ As for English socialists, Orwell declared in WiganPier,
"the worst advertisement for Socialism is its adherents." He deplored
the fact that "Bolshevik commissars (half-gangster, half-gramaphone)" and "shock-headed Marxists chewing polysyllables" had
come to represent "Socialism" in the average man's mind. Orwell used
the term "orthodox Marxist" invidiously, usually with reference to
intellectuals who supported Stalin uncritically and thus closed their
eyes to Soviet history and towed the party line like puppets on a string.
"Only the educated are completely orthodox," Orwell wrote. "I have
yet to meet a working miner, steel-worker, cotton-weaver, docker,
navvy, or whatnot who was 'ideologically' sound. "^
"Das Kapital socialists," "book-trained socialists," and "orthodoxy sniffers" were Orwell's other favorite deprecatory terms for
Stalinist intellectuals (see especially Wigan Pier, Part H). The labels
were polemical and not unfair. Left intellectuals had betrayed Marx's
vision of socialism, Orwell thought, turning a worker's struggle for
equality into a meaningless "pea and thimble trick with those three
mysterious entities, thesis, antithesis, and synthesis" {Wigan Pier, p.
177). But Orwell criticized them, he once explained, "not because they
were intellectuals but precisely because they were not what I mean by
true intellectuals."'^ "True" intellectuals thought independently and
spoke out fearlessly, Orwell said, whereas the Left intelligentsia took
its language and ideas pre-fabricated. He told working-class friend
and writer Jack Common in 1938: "What sickens me about left-wing
people, especially intellectuals, is their utter ignorance of the way
things happen" {CEJL, I, p. 357). Many intellectuals, judged Orwell,
were power-worshipers, who had sold out on socialist principles by
subordinating freedom of thought to tyranny by clique. Lacking
physical and intellectual courage themselves, leftists and pacifists
often covertly admired brute strength, Orwell thought. He saw this
cowardice as representative of the otherworldly, puerile schoolboy
outlook of the entire English Left:
A twelve-year-old boy worships Jack Dempsey. An adolescent in a Glasgow slum worships Al Capone. An aspiring
pupil at a business college worships Lord Nuffield. A New
Statesman reader worships Stalin. {CEJL, III, p. 224).

Or as Orwell once said
'The bloody fool seems

of New Statesman editor Kingsley Martin:
to think war is a cricket match" {CEJL, I,

p. 357).

ORWELL

ACCEPTED Marxist theory piecemeal, as his
experience supported or clashed with its doctrines. His distance
from the "orthodox" Marxism of his day is further apparent when
organized and set against the following doctrines of Marxism:
Scientific socialism. Orwell considered Marx's "scientific
socialism" invalidated by history itself. Marx had not discovered
"laws of history" in the relations among society's productive forces.
"In our age," Orwell wrote in 1944, "the followers of Marx have not
been much more successful than the followers of Nostradamus"
(CEJL, III, p. 298). But Orwell did not fault Marx himself as a prophet
so much as contemporary proponents of so-called "Marxian
socialism," whose interpretations of European events since World
War I were "so mechanistic" that Marxists "had failed to foresee
dangers that were obvious to people who had never even heard the
name of Marx" (CEJL, IV, p. 268). Marx himself seems to have struck
him in "Marx and Russia" as a far seeing yet historically limited
thinker. Marx's Utopian visions of a workers' paradise had been perverted in Russia by "professional revolutionaries" not " answerable
[to] the common people" and rendered obsolete in the West by the
lessons of Hitler and Stalin (p. 3). Marx was very far from anticipating
James Burnham's vision in The Managerial Revolution (1941) of
the scenario for 198J^.
oligarchies run by middle-class bureaucrats
Orwell in effect grouped Marx with Twain, Kipling, Wells and Gandhi
all nineteenth-century men belonging to an age which "did not
understand the nature of totalitarianism" {CEJL, IV, p. 468).
Revolution. Orwell's two Marxes are a black poodle (his pet dog
"Marx") and an old, hoarse pig who sings a revolutionary hymn "of
the golden future time" to lyrics which echo "The Internationale" and
to the crazy tune of a cross between "My Darling Clementine" and
"La Cucuracha." Orwell bought the dog immediately on returning
from Spain, outraged with the Stalinist-inspired suppression of his
ILP-affiliated militia: the christening is probably not without irony.
Old Major, Orwell's portrait of Marx in Animal Farm, represents a
fair picture of Orwell's ambivalent image of Marx. Very different from

—

—

—

—

younger followers, the plotting Napoleon (Stalin) and the selfabsorbed, oratorical Snowball (Trotsky), Old Major is a "majesticlooking pig" with a "wise and benevolent appearance." He closes his
speech to the animals: "This is my message to you, comrades:
Rebellion!" In "Beasts of England," Old Major envisions the day when
the harness will vanish from animals' backs and "riches more than mind
can picture" will be theirs (p.24). Orwell scoffed at the utopianism
his

explicit in these lyrics. When one Marxist told him that under socialism
there would no longer be any feeling of being at the mercy of irresponsible and unpredictable powers. Orwell tersely replied: "I notice that
people always say 'under Socialism.' " (Rees, p. 145).
Orwell's socialism was present-oriented, not directed like Marx's
toward some apocalyptic moment of violent revolution in the
unspecified future. Properly qualified, the pragmatist in Orwell would
have sanctioned the notorious declaration of Marxist revisionist
Eduard Bernstein, the so-called ''father" of "democratic socialism" in
pre-World War I Germany, "What is generally called the ultimate
goal of socialism is nothing to me; the movement is everything."^
Bernstein meant that socialism was a way of life to be sought in the
here-and-now, not a goal to be glorified at the end of History. Correspondingly, Orwell bluntly told 1943 Tribune readers:

The

answer

from Utopianism.
can be
and
indeed, after the establishment of Socialism, will be
comreal

is

to dissociate Socialism

Socialists are accused of believing that society

pletely perfect.

.

—
—

.

The answer, which ought

to be uttered more loudly than it
usually is, is that Socialism is not perfectionist, perhaps not
even hedonist. Socialists don't claim to be able to make the
world perfect: they claim to be able to make it better. {CEJL,
III, p.

64)

Orwell repeatedly insisted on what the Fabian-influenced Bernstein
had sometimes failed to voice emphatically: socialism's "ultimate
goal" must be kept firmly in mind. The "essentials," he wrote in
Wigan Pier, were the active wish to "see tyranny overthrown" and to
unearth socialism's oft-forgotten cornerstones of freedom and equality. "Justice and liberty! Those are the words that have got to ring like
a bugle across the land" (p. 216). The aim of socialism was not to
improve capitalism, but to transform it. Social reforms were the
means to social revolution, not ends in themselves. By "social revolution" Orwell simply meant "a fundamental shift in power" {CEJL, II,
p. 86). He meant the radical transformation of the property-owning
system. This, he insisted with Bernstein, could occur through the
democratic process; it need not entail acts of violence or civil war.
Orwell allowed that a "bitter political struggle" (CEJL, II, p. 95)
necessitating violence might happen in Britain. But his argument in
1940, during Britain's darkest days of the war, was for "warCommunism": the war could and must precipitate a peaceful socialist
revolution
or Hitler would triumph. By late 1941 Orwell realized
that his predictions were wrong. He supported, with reservations, the

—

Labour Government which came

to

10

power

in 1945.

—

Historical materialism. Orwell faulted Marxism for failing to
take sufficiently into account how local conditions could give rise to
different forms of socialism. Subtitled "Socialism and the English
Genius," The Lion and the Unicorn was concerned with the conditions
for a specifically -Kngf^is/i revolution and an English form of socialism,
not with the continental and orthodox Marxist kinds. In The Lion and
the Unicorn he defined "socialism" as the Marxist Left would have
("common ownership of the means of production"), but he was in
many ways more radical in his general conception of the term than in
his specific political proposals. His six-point program in that book
consisted of liberal domestic reforms (nationalizing industries,
increasing educational opportunities, fixing a minimum wage, limiting incomes) and decolonization proposals, of the sort adopted by the

postwar Labour Government and even by some non-socialist
countries.

Orwell's central theoretical dispute with Marx was with the
economic motive as the basis for human behavior and history. "The
main weakness of Marxism," he told 1940 New Statesman readers, is
"its failure to interpret

human

motives":

Religion, morality, patriotism and so forth are invariably
written off as 'superstructure,' a sort of hypocritical cover-up
for the pursuit of economic interests. If that were so, one
might well ask why the 'superstructure' has to exist?. .Apparently because human beings can only put faith in their full
powers when they believe they are not acting for economic
ends. But this in itself is enough to 'suggest' that superstructural motives should be taken seriously.^
.

a pluralistic theory and heuristic principle giving emphasis, rather
than sanctity, to economic explanations, Orwell thought the Marxist
theory of history valuable. "Marxism may possibly be a mistaken
theory," he wrote in 1944, "but it is a useful instrument for testing
other systems of thought, rather like one of those long-handled hammers with which they tap the wheels of locomotives. Tap! Is this
.and yet
writer a bourgeois? A crude question, ignoring much.

As

.

illuminating.''^^
Little interested in psychoanalysis or academic psychology as
theories of human behavior^^ (though his wife Eileen had a Master's
degree in psychology), Orwell's criticism of historical materialism
nonetheless amounted to its neglect of psychology, its failure to
account for human drives in non-material terms. "The basic trouble
with all orthodox Marxists," Orwell said in 1936, "is that, possessing
a system which seems to explain everything, they never bother to discover what is going on in other people's heads" (CEJL, I, p. 258).
Orwell believed that Marxism did not account sufficiently for power11

hunger and leader-worship. In several crucial respects Orwell's
"psychology of power" in Animal Farm and 198J^ corresponds in fictional terms with the psychology of Alfred Adler, though Orwell
nowhere mentions Adler in his work.
Class conflict Orwell saw that national identity and religion
were often the real issues at stake in political controversies, not masks

—

for class conflicts. "Patriotism

finally stronger than class-hatred,"
as anything else, his contempt for
"Europeanized" Left intellectuals was that they were not patriotic
Englishmen. "They take their cookery from Paris and their opinions
from Moscow. In the general patriotism of the country they form a
sort of island of dissident thought" (CEJL, II, p. 87). Social divisions
were not necessarily economic in nature, nor did all ideas directly and
mechanically reflect class interests
or become invalidated by such
a genesis. "If no man is ever motivated by anything except class
interests, why does every man pretend that he is motivated by something else?" Orwell asked. "Superstructural" factors like religion and
patriotism, he said, "may be causes as well as effects. As it is, a 'Marxist' analysis of any historical event turns out to be a hurried snap
judgment based on the principle of cui bono?
something like the
'realism' of the saloon-bar cynic who always assumes that the bishop
is keeping a mistress and the trade-union leader is in the pay of the

Orwell claimed.

And

as

is

much

—

—

boss" ("The English Civil War," p. 3). Reviewing an English Communist's account of the British class system in 1936, Orwell moaned
that it was "like watching somebody carve a rust duck with a chopper. "^^ Orwell acknowledged that the economic approach could
explain a good deal about ideology and class oppression, but it did not
explain either the "heroic snobbishness" of the English middle
classes or the stratification within the middle class itself. Far from
disappearing amid a progressive division of the capitalist world into
two great classes, as Marx had predicted, the middle class was
stretching out to encompass the upper and lower classes, Orwell
observed. Middle class ideas were spreading among the lower class,
and the gradual tendency in Britain, furthered by World War II, was
toward "wip[ing] out most of the existing class privileges " (CEJL, II,
pp. 77-78).
Aesthetics.

—

No doubt Orwell enjoyed his friend Cyril Connolly's
famous parody of England's Left poets (Auden, Spender, C. Day
Lewis) in "Where Engels Fear To Tread";

M is for Marx
And Movement

of Masses
and Massing of Arses
and Clashing of Classes.^^

Orwell himself adopted the radical slogan of the 1930s, "All art
12

is

propaganda." But he gave it a different twist from most leftists, was
careful to add "but not all progaganda is art" {CEJL, I, p. 448). To
Orwell the slogan meant not that aesthetic integrity should be subordinated to ideological purity, but that every creation is rooted in a set
of values and therefore possesses a political "tendency"
even if it is
only the passivity and noninvolvement of a Henry Miller. Like most
Marxists, Orwell was more interested in a writer's message than his
technique, though he maintained in his essay on Yeats that political
tendency was reflected in even the smallest details of a writer's work.
For this position, Orwell was sometimes misidentified by reviewers as
a Marxist, and after Animal Farm, as a Trotskyist ("that Trotskyist
with big feet," in H.G. Wells' memorable phrase), or even as a disillusioned former fellow traveller or Party member (like his friend
Arthur Koestler).
Orwell rejected the dominant radical orthodoxy of the 1930s that a
bourgeois or "reactionary" writer was a "bad" writer. To the contrary, Orwell said, "by and large, the best writers of our time have
been reactionary in tendency" (CEJL, p. 448). He always insisted that

—

a writer's work

— including the work of "reactionaries" like Kipling,
Pound — should be judged on grounds independent

Yeats, Eliot and

of their politics. In refusing to censure the Bollingen Foundation for
its controversial decision to award Pound its 1949 poetry prize, Orwell

was

said that

is

condemn

his ideas. It

possible to allow that a person is a good writer yet
was monstrous, Orwell thought, for Left critics
"to claim that any book whose tendency one disagrees with must be a
bad book from a Literary point of view" (CEJL, III, p. 365). Orwell was
in effect reaching back past the rigid literary policies of Lenin and
Stalin to the broad aesthetic attitudes of Marx and Engels, more fully
developed by Plekhanov, all three of whom recognized the literary
excellence of writers ranging from Sophocles to Balzac despite dis-

agreement with their politics.
"If only he had foreseen how great his intellectual influence would
be," Orwell once mused about Marx, suggesting that Marx might
have repeated himself "more often and more loudly" to prevent
ideologues from manipulating his rhetoric and perverting his historical vision (CEJL, II, p. 18). One could with justice sigh a similar
thought about Orwell's contested legacy today. But as Old Major
would have woefully discovered, if he had lived to witness Boxer's fate
and the Rebellion's outcome, no ordinances, no matter how explicit,
will guarantee that an author's self-interpretations will also be History's: the paintbrush of orthodoxy could deface even the Seven Commandments of Animalism.

13
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cher, I

candor

R.

REED

may

is

confide in you, though admittedly
boring. One must contrive

an ami for whom boredom is charming
and thus give him pleasure when we're low.

to possess

That's slack. I'm afraid I've mislaid my joi de vivre.
They blame me for an arrant tongue,
yet it's gauche to address oneself in private. I fear,
since speak we must, others must listen.
You are so kind to visit, now I'm disgraced.
I'm truly sorry for prison; it failed
my expectations. Oh the crudeness I guessed but was
amazed to learn so much we call sin
is not revolting and so much that is we don't
call sin. Really, people should be
embarrassed by the poverty of their vices.
Still, prison had its peculiar merit.
Abasement is rare and nothing is so exquisite
as being obliged to enjoy a rapture
from which you've so dutifully withheld yourself.
They say I'm hated everywhere a luxury that's granted very few,
since most men aren't noticed enough
to be despised. Yes, I'm acting tame.
For the pounds, you know. An empty wallet
is like an open grave. Excuse me, I've not
been well. It lowers one, as you see.
I have so few diversions - an occasional caller
and my host of dirty acolytes.
Temptation is the one mystery in which we still
have faith. Only despair remains
if we lose confidence in our lust. Since

coming

of age I've felt it rude
a seduction, but lately, I'm afraid,
there's been small need to exercise
my courtesy. Forgive me, I have to go piddle.
No, no, I can walk by myself
if you'll just let me steady on your arm.
You're quite strong. Just feel that muscle.
Must you go? Just a moment. I'd like to make a photo
of you. This is my new toy.
It is amazing, like nothing I've ever known:
a little cell of darkness that has
the enviable grace to reach out and seize the light
and hold it forever.
to refuse
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Girl, Drowning
SUSAN IRENE REA
see how the blue world
swallows you. You choke on
I

like

air

water; the level

of suffocation rises to

When

meet you.

reaches your lips,
you will stop screaming.

The

it

invisible

water

cover your ears. Your eyes,
for the moment, will close,
two ruined ponds;
the sky will be gone.
Soon you will disappear entirely.
will

I

watch you submerge, dark

curls

floating on the surface.

There is no way to save you
from my own many deaths,
from the deep, twisted wisdom
we ladies of the river know.
Perhaps I wouldn't save you
if I

could. Life

has a

gift for

daughters

of this sea-change.

Though it may be small consolation
drowned to live again,

to the

there is, I promise you,
the slow, breathless rise
to the surface,
the time-lapse spreading again
of the bright sky,
a montage of trees, wings,
angel clouds, a burst of air,
and all the dancing,
rainbow-surfaced bubbles.
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Passions
HEATHER TOSTESON

BILL, OBLIVIOUS AS USUAL,

was looking up and down the
"Which way?" he asked. She gestured to the left, and. her
hand still woven in his. they crossed the street.
They passed several young boys on skateboards and two teenaged
street.

dressed in black with pui^ple and pink streaks in their hair. "I'm
not sure I don't prefer hippies." Bill said, turning to watch the two
girls walking, arm in arm. "Were you one?"
girls

"What?"

"A

hippie?

A

iiinaway?"

"Me?" They both laughed. MeHssa was always being mistaken for a
nurse — or a librarian. There was something indelibly prim about
her posture and her clothes. "You know." she said. "I never even set
foot in the Haight the whole time I lived here. It was as if I couldn't
admit it existed. My parents would call and tease me about whatever
they'd read in the newspapers or heard on the radio. ."
Suddenly they were engulfed in a cloud of white. A gi'oup of men
and women in white shirts, white pants, white gauze turbans
swarmed around them like a flock of birds and, as quickly, passed
.

them

by.

of religious cult, you think?" Bill stood with his hands
on his hips watching them moving quickly, gaily, out of his sight
around the corner.
"Maybe they are all flower children returned to the fold. Maybe
they've decided to speed up the reincarnation process. Both sin and
repent in one short life. WTiere are we going?"
Bill was heading down toward a low metal fence and an anonymous
concrete building. "I thought we'd go sniff some of the genuine
articles." he said. "Come on. be a sport. How often have you seen me
lounge on the gi'ass?"
She glanced briefly at her watch. It had been generous for him to
take time off. There were meetings scheduled all afternoon, and for
Bill, who at thirty-six still had a compulsive, almost subsement. need
to attend, to belong, the choice to go sight-seeing with his wife was a
quickly.
difficult one. She knew she should say something
the concrete
along
back
propelled
being
herself
she
felt
Instead,

"Some kind

—
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path past the large hemispherical bed of pansies into the Botanical
to footsteps, the whirr of a child's
Gardens. She made herself listen
stroller ahead of them, the moan of a pigeon alighting on the grass,
the yip of a golden retriever leaping to catch a stick, the tentative
to anything and everything that might
strumming of a guitar
drown out the battering of her heart.
''Well, which way?" Bill asked.
'*I don't know," she said. "Whichever way you want." Then, trying
to correct her tone, "It doesn't really matter. It's a huge circle. You
walk far enough and you'll repeat your steps.
"This way," she said, unable to be still.
"We take the one most travelled by."
"Do you care?" she asked, beginning to lengthen her stride, to
lengthen the distance between them. Suddenly, she dropped his hand
and began to run in an awkward, rolling gait because of her shoes and
narrow skirt. The breath came harshly through her mouth; she drew
it back. She ran faster, ignoring the rush of wind, the thunder behind
her. When the ground tilted and she saw the brilliant green pool below
her, she let herself go, spreading her arms out to scale the wind
like an eagle.
Suddenly she was gripped around the waist, twisted off her feet,
and spun in a circle. Bill, breathless with laughter, stood on the gravel
bank of the pond with her tucked under his arm. A goose pecked
irritably at Bill's shoe, opened his beak to her red, suspended face and
squawked. Behind him, his mate cried out. Even the swans on the
water honked. She began to shake, squeezing her eyes closed against
the formless heave and fall of the gravel.
"Let me down," she gasped and then began to gag. "God damn it,
let me go." She kept swearing, kneeling on the path, bent over her
knees, her forehead in her hands, the breath rocking wildly inside

—

—

her.

"Oh honey," Bill said, in that hopeless boy's voice. "Have I hurt
it was in fun."
you? I never meant, you know
His hand, diffident, cool, touched her shaking back, the top of her
bowed head. This was how it had always been, she saw, through the
shimmying of land and water, the ruthless shimmying of will and
body. There was no letting go, for either of them. But they would take
it all back if they could. There was so much they didn't want to know,
so much that was ugly or inept in the way they thought of each other,
touched, or even watched each other. Someone always had to be
counting, keeping time, covering up.
Bill was on his feet now, his body casting a long shadow over her.
The chill was welcome. She glanced at her watch. She looked up, only
to find Bill glancing at his own wrist.
She laughed as she scrambled to her feet. "If we run
if we walk
quickly," she amended
"we can get back to the hotel in time for that

—

—

—
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seminar.
"There's no need to."

"Come on," she said, tugging at him, heading back up the hill they
had stumbled down.There was no one on the opposite bank. No one at
all. Gulls swooped down among the ducks and swans drifting on the
lake.

Pigeons fluttered to rest on the grass.

"Do you know how many geese they have on

that pond?" he

asked.

"Do you?"
"Eighteen by my count. And ten swans."
"That was what you were doing? Counting birds?"
"Why not?" he asked curtly. "Why the hell not?"
"Watch it," he said and pulled her so sharply to the right that she
stumbled. He put out his hand to steady her. "You don't want to trample them. They'd resent it
no one's ever that lost to the world."
She followed his arm. Two lovers lay on the grass at the edge of the
thicket. The woman's flowered chintz skirt meandered like a stream
between their legs, then flooded shamelessly out over the grass. Bill
tugged at her arm again, then, when she continued to look at the
bright formless mass, he put his hand on her head and pressed down
hard. He pivoted her head to face the low metal gates at the far side of
the lawn. He wrapped his arm firmly around her; he forced them
both on.
"It's not as if you don't understand what they're doing," he said, "Is

—

it?"

She glanced toward him, but he wasn't smiling. He kept his eyes
fixed on the gate, the stream of cars on the street that, from this distance, moved bright and sinuous as fish through the fog.
"You do remember, don't you?" he continued. "Some time ago, we
were known to engage in the same act. Granted, in the privacy of our
own house
but it was the same thing, Melissa. Wasn't it?" He had

—

dragged them both to a stop. He turned to her, his hands pressing her
shoulders down toward the earth, his face so close to hers she was forced
to meet his small, pained eyes for a second before she firmly sealed
herself away behind the dark screen of her lids.
Finally he let go of her shoulders, let go of her completely. She let
her body rock back and forth in the cool, empty air.
"The seminar is at six, remember?"
"Yes," she said, still keeping her eyes closed.
"It's five-thirty

now

"Yes," she said.
"Melissa, how do

I

—

get back there?

You have

all

the

maps

in

your purse."
"Can't we go back the way we came?" she asked, opening her eyes,
blinking quickly in the sudden light.
"Which way?" He put his hands to his head, smoothing his hair
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down along the nape of his neck, massaging his neck. She pointed
toward the fog-swathed peak on her right. For the first four steps, she
led the way, then, breathless, she half- stumbled, half-ran to keep up
with him as they retraced the four blocks to the streetcar stop.

BILL WAS AT HIS SEMINAR, Melissa ran a
WHILE
water. She locked the hotel room door with the

full

tub of

She
brought her evening dress into the bathroom and hung it up on the
towel rack to steam the wrinkles out. Without looking at herself, she
slipped off her clothes and climbed into the tub. She pulled the frosted
glass doors closed before she sank with an audible sigh into the
slide bolt.

water.

Melissa had always found her solace in water. She closed her eyes
let her head sink into the water until it floated, half-submerged.
let her arms, extended along her body, relax and rise. The water
was deep enough: her breasts did not break the surface. This was the
way she liked it. She lay absolutely still, her eyes closed, seeing in her
mind's eye the white tile walls, the tub, the water, her body, as if from
a great distance, as if sculpted from stone, perfectly smooth, perfectly
white, small breasted, narrow-hipped, ambiguously thin. Then
everything dissolved, body, water, tile, even the plaster ceiling, into a
warm white mist.
Slowly she became aware that the thrumming she heard was
irregular, proximate, neither the sound of her own blood or the sound
of water coursing erratically through the pipes. She raised her head
out of the water and turned heavily on her side. She rose, slid open the
glass door, wrapped herself in a towel and went to the door. It was still
shaking from the last blow.
"Yes?" she said, then cleared her throat and said loudly, "Who

and
She

is it?"

"Who

do you think?" Bill asked.
"Just a minute." She stood behind the door and skidded the bolt and
chain off the slide. She turned the knob. "Come in," she said, still hidden, gauging the distance between where she stood and the open door
to the bathroom.
"What were you doing? What's the big idea?" Bill headed toward
the bureau. "I forgot my notes," he said.
"Notes? To listen to a lecture?" She had her hand on the doorknob
and gave a little shove to close the door. She turned.
"Melissa," he said in a tone that made her turn to him. "You're
right. I'm lying." She pulled the towel more firmly around her. He
shrugged, laying the papers down on the bureau. "I just couldn't concentrate.

I

so bad about what I said. Are you all right?" He walked
mean physically. I know you're still mad at me and I
you. But you've been acting strange all day. You look

felt

over to her. "I
don't blame
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—

flushed now
She shivered and pointed behind her. "I was taking a bath."
"Oh," he said, taking a deep breath, touching her shoulder with a
play of confidence. "Go right ahead. Just let me watch." He ran his
finger under the edge of her towel. She shook her head: she couldn't
help herself.

she said. "I'm through. I'll go. I'll go and dress."
"Please, not yet." He had his arms around her and was leading her
over toward the bed.
"It's all right,"

want

to, do you?"
on the edge of the bed, untying his shoes. Then
he stood up and slipped off his jacket. He began to unbutton his

"You don't
But he was

really

sitting

shirt.

"Please," he said, his hand outstretched, his fingertips grazing
her bare shoulder.
She turned quickly away from his face, which threatened to
collapse, take a completely different and intolerable form. She pulled
the spread down from the pillows. She pulled up the sheet. But he was
right behind her, replacing everything.
"No," he said. "I want to be able to see you." He drew her down
beside him. He loosened her grip on the towel. Her leg was large,
paste- white against the green flowers in the quilted spread. He ran his
hand over her heavy hip. He cupped her heavy breast. She shook her
head, unable to watch, wanting the cool, white anonymity of the sheet
between her eyes and her skin.
"Look," he said, smiling into her face, brushing even the ineffectual screen of hair away. "Now, admit it. Don't we look nice."
She looked at his long, narrow body, the bones just perceptible
under the skin. She smiled, and touched his cheek. ''You do," she
corrected.

"How can you say that," he said, rising up on his elbow, his other
hand stroking her as if she were marble, a finished thing.
"Because it's true. I've changed, and I don't like it. My body has
changed," she corrected herself.
"I do," he said. "I like the change." He proceeded to prove this to
her or try. He was absolutely gentle. She had nothing to complain
about. Finally, he stopped; he lay beside her, his head on her breast,
his hand on her thigh.
"It all started with the talk about the baby, didn't it? Once we
thought about having it. Once we decided to try."
"I don't know," she said. "What does it matter?" She blinked
once, then let her body and his dissolve before her eyes.
"But it does matter, Melissa. Of course it does."
"You mean it's all we have in common," she asked bitterly.
"No, of course not." He raised his head. She tried to smooth out
21

her face, but she would not take her eyes from the soothing white
expanse above her. "But Hke you," he said, "I Hked the way things
were before. I don't Hke this change in you. If you don't want the baby,
please say so. Why can't you say so. If it's not that, if it's something I'm
doing, if you don't care for me anymore - say that." He took a deep
breath to steady his voice. "Please tell me what you're thinking," he
said. "I can't imagine what you're thinking. I need to know."
"It's not you," she said slowly. "Not the way you touch me - not
the way you treat me. How could it be? And I want a baby. Of course I
want a baby. Why shouldn't I?" She wished her voice was softer, that it
could diffuse and shroud them both.
She kept her eyes on the ceiling. For nine months out of twelve, the
eskimoes' world was as white, as unchanging as that plaster surface.
They had no horizon to hone in on, nothing to orient themselves by,
nothing to distinguish the land from the frozen sea from the bleak
white sky.

"Yes?"
"Nothing," she said with a yawn. "I'm cold. Can we get under the
sheets? Can we get dressed?"
"Sure," he said, rolling over and sitting on the edge of the bed.
"Let's go out for dinner."
"Maybe I'm just getting too old for that." She gestured ambiguously toward the bed. She reached down and gathered the towel
from the rug.
"I could swear that wasn't true, Melissa. Unless you've been fak-

ing - for what? - five years now."
"No," she said, her voice suddenly thick. She wrapped the towel
securely around her. "I haven't been lying to you." She gave a sharp,
short laugh. "If I had, we wouldn't be talking like this now. I'd be so
good at it, you wouldn't even suspect. I would be alone with it," she
muttered, and headed toward the bathroom. "I would be safe."
"What did you say?" he said, his voice so clear and loud she was
sure it could be heard out in the hall. " Speak so I can hear you. Speak so

can understand."
"How can you?" she yelled back at him. "How can you if I don't
know. If I have no idea. Absolutely no idea."
She looked at him briefly, then looked away. She realized with a
start that the curtains were open. She saw her face, the rage on it shifting slowly to shock. She refused to move.
"Bill," she said in a low voice, "turn the light off. Everyone can see
us. We forgot to draw
"She waved toward the open window.
Bill, with a laugh, an embarassed cry, switched off the light. Then
he strode over and began to search for the draw cord. "It's over to the
right," she said, wrapping her arms tightly under her covered breasts.
The man standing along the wall of the parking garage across the
I

—
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street raised his
She didn't turn

hand again

away

to his

mouth and blew her a second kiss.
met in the center of the

until the curtains

window.

"Have you ever made love outside?" she asked. "In the open? In
broad daylight?"
"What do you mean? In the woods? Sure. Have you?" His voice
was

easy, unsuspecting.

"Me? What a

silly

question." She raised a cool, incredulous hand

to her face.

THE
the

NEXT MORNING
first time. It

Melissa

explicitly

lied

to

Bill

for

was

surprisingly easy; she didn't even bother to
look behind her as she stepped on the bus that would take her in the
opposite direction from Fisherman's Wharf, her announced
destination.
When she reached the Botanical Gardens, she took the path that
curved to the left of the central lawn, the one she had avoided the previous afternoon. Just where the path sloped down through the pine
grove, she paused, uncertain for the first time. Beyond the grove, she
could see the brightly lit lawn; she could see two old women seated on
a wooden bench, their hands in their laps.
pigeon minced across the
path, awkward and drab in the shadows. A flash of blue, a squawk,
signalled a jay's departure.
Behind her, she heard laughter, footsteps. Reluctantly, she
began to head down through the channel of trees. "Me first, me first,"
a little girl screeched, thundering down the path, her long braids flapping against her back. She wove to Melissa's right, while her brother,

A

younger, less bellicose, wove a few seconds later to her left. Melissa
looked behind her. The parents walked arm and arm, the father
sedately pushing a stroller in which an infant lay motionless. The
mother gripped the hand of a black-haired two year old, portly and
somber in his quilted blue winter jacket. The couple smiled at Melissa,
and she smiled and bowed her head slightly.
She drew back from the path so they might all pass by her
together. She turned, and raising her hand to her eyes, she pretended
to scan the widening funnel of grass. She realized with a start that she
expected to see the flock of white robed penitents seated halfway up
the hillside beside the huge, solitary spruce. She smiled to herself.
It was almost frightening, she thought, how the mind recorded
faces and events the eye never consciously perceived. Suddenly one
would recall, as she did now, some image devastatingly precise but
arbitrary - absolutely arbitrary. In their white gauze clothes, they
had fluttered around them for what - a minute? - then fluttered on,
their voices monotonous and incomprehensible as birds'. But she
could see them so clearly: the young man with the red hair and beard,
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the loose gauze shirt flapping over pants that ballooned out at the
ankles, the middle-aged woman with the gauze scarf bound over her
head, the white wool socks of the youngest girl in the party, the
variety of the white caps, white scarfs, long white skirts, white
jodhpurs, white
and their faces all sanctimoniously tan, their perfumes like a wind through a garden, heavy, various, confusing: sandalwood and jasmine, lilac, lilies of the valley, musk.
It was the plump woman ahead of her, she realized, following the
family slowly down the hill. Even two feet away, the air was thick with
her perfume. That and the mulch she herself had scuffed up with her
toe as she stepped off the path to let them move ahead, the eucalyptus
leaves she had crushed under her feet. That was what she didn't like
about smells: they betrayed you so easily, letting you slide into a past
that was sunlit and undimmed, tangible. She didn't dare pass the
family now.
Under the shadow of the pines, the air was cold. At the end of the
grove, the old women on the bench were wasting away in the steady
Hght, the heat. The little boy dropped his mother's hand and with
studious precision bent to pick a eucalyptus cone from the path. The
parents waited, tolerant and aimless as the sleeping child. Melissa
waited too, shivering in the shaded air, reluctant to move forward, but
unable to turn back now that she had come this far, come this
.

.

.

close.

Even when she walked into the sunlight, Melissa couldn't stop
Her eyes had betrayed her. The two old women on the
bench were two old men. They were both asleep. Their eyelids never
flickered, even when the girl and boy swooped down the hillside to
shivering.

rejoin their family at the

edge of the lawn.
"Let's eat up there," they cried, the girl grabbing her father's
hand and tugging him in the direction of her brother's outstretched arm.
Melissa headed across the lawn, then angled up toward the hill
and the large broad-limbed pine, determined to get there first, to look
at it. The lawn was seeded everywhere with low growing daisies. Had
they been here before? She reached down and picked one, her eyes
scanning the irrelevant ground, tracing the narrow shadow of the tree
washing downhill. She glanced over at the mountain, the hospital and
the other high glassy buildings indistinguishable at this distance, in
this light. She looked at the small drab flower in her hand.
"Excuse me, lady," the girl with long dark braids was waving her
hand in front of Melissa. "Me and my family, we'd like to have a picnic
here." Then, her blunt voice becoming cajoling, she clasped her hands
demurely behind her back. "I mean, if you weren't planning to sit here
yourself. You weren't, were you, lady?"
"No. Oh no." Melissa shook her head quickly, then dizzied, took a
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deep breath. "Of course you go right ahead." She touched the girl on
the shoulder, then walked away. From the far side of the lawn, she
looked back. The mother was lifting the infant out of the stroller; the
father was waving a red plaid blanket out across the grass.
When the man passed her on the path, Melissa stiffened. She put
her hand to her face, to hide her mouth, to muffle the involuntary
gasp. The truth was, should she meet him in broad daylight, she
wouldn't recognize him. She couldn't even recognize herself these
days.
It wasn't even a question of confession. Who would believe her?
And it wasn't important. It couldn't be, could it, if for all these years
she had put it out of her mind? What could she say? "Yes, in broad
daylight, in a public place, I once"— Bill, the only one who might
possibly care, would be incredulous: You? You who can't bear the curtains open, the sheets drawn back
Melissa, you're making it
.

all

.

.

up.

would have been

all right, wouldn't it, if it had been some grand
hadn't been. A perfectly nice, perfectly kind, perfectly
dispensible man, a summer afternoon.
It was hot, the sun, even on the sealed lid, blinding. She had worn
one of those fashionable long dresses with a flounced hem. They had
eaten bread and cheese, wine. They lay back on the blanket, their
bodies slow, warm, verging on sleep. She put her bare arm over her
eyes. Her cologne smelled like lilies of the valley. It had been wonderful feeling the icy spindle of fear dissolve, red, red as her blood. The
light breeze had brought with it the pungent smell of eucalyptus. The

It

passion - but

it

had been

lazy, diffident, natural. It had all been - natural.
of their skin becoming for a moment the color of the whole
world, gold, the whole world dissolving around them, gold.
first kiss

The color

Afterward, she had been startled, but unembarassed. She had
straightened her dress, drawing it close around her. He had been
awkward, cloyingly polite. He had helped her to her feet. When she
shivered, he offered the blanket. She shook her head. She saw the fog
winding through the grove of trees on the far side of the lawn; glancing up, she saw it wrapping itself around the mountain. She had run
her hands up and down her arms, chafing them warm.
She had felt detached, a little amused, a little puzzled. He carried
the food, the blanket, and she followed at a slight, comforting distance
neither of them sought to bridge. Until the old woman on the bench
had leaned over into their path as they were leaving, silent, sober as
."
the twilight. "I saw you," she hissed. "Animals
just like
"What?" he had said, taking hold of Melissa's hand. "What did
you say? What's gotten into you, lady? Your imagination run away
with you or something?"
He had pulled her up the path, through the trees, out onto
.
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.

.

.

.

more spacious and populated lawn. He had let go of her
hand. They walked to the gates, their arms at their sides, their heads

another,

resolutely raised.
said. "Sure." They had both smiled.
"Yes," she said. "Sure." They had both smiled.
When her roommate came home, she was in the bath. No one ever
knew. Why should they? Nothing had changed. He wasn't someone
she could marry - not even someone she would see regularly. Nothing
had happened. Just to be sure, she had herself tested six weeks later.
She was safe. She was the same. A month later, when she decided to
move back East, she left no forwarding address at the post office, just
in case he cared enough to check. He hadn't. It was as if it hadn't been.
Except that from then on she was careful. She never again left
herself unprotected.
It hadn't changed anything. How could it? It didn't make sense.
It didn't fit with what she thought of herself, what she wanted, what
she was. It was as out of place, as arbitrary, as the kiss blown to her
last night by the man across the street. She shook her head. What was
the point?
All that had happened to a different body from the one she wore
now, the one she didn't care to look at, didn't care to own. Roundhipped, round-breasted, this body was too ponderous, too slow. It was
too large for her alone. That was why she could leave it unprotected,
wasn't it? Strange men could blow kisses at it, babies could take
it could even
shape inside it, husbands seek refuge in its shadow
sheathe, couldn't it, the narrow ivory blade she called her soul.
Riding the streetcar, she looked down at the hands that cupped
the unfamiliar curve of her belly. She tried to imagine the face beginning to take shape inside her, the form that without her consent was
distending her body, distorting her life. She rested her cheek on
the glass.
"You all right, lady?"
She just nodded. She didn't even try to straighten out her face as
she would a disheveled skirt. She didn't try to deny. She didn't try to
escape. She let herself subside into a dark that defied both eye and
tongue. Like perfume, water, music, it entered her, she let it enter her
- how could she not?

"See you," he

—
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Saturday Nights
NANCY FOX
Saturday nights are sparks of Kools,
big talks beside the gold and blue
light dances on the ceiling of the Egan
gym. We are the girls in leggy huddles
of polka-dotted-Swiss dresses as high above
our knees as we could sneak out of the house;
"Baby," the guys behind us hustle in black jacket
sweet talk, "Who're you?" We are the ones
whose ribbon arms are tied lightly in line
dances, the pumping Bristol stomp, maybe
some boy splits down the center, sharkskin suit,
we call him, pointed shoes and poHshed kicks
and then the cocky sloop back to the boys.
We make up eyes to them always and tap
our patent heels impatiently, "Okay,
Four Tops or else we head out for a *rette,"
and maybe one of us has seen a teased-up blond
in bleacher shadows making out to beat
the band with Shy Boy whom we all have loved
impossibly, and someone may love still,

have to hear how his gum ended up
mouth and other slick secrets;
we all want to know how to step in the back corner seat
if we should be chosen for the last slow dance.

and now

in

we'll

the sly girl's
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